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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to develop and present a conceptual model that identifies factors contributing to accuracy in sales forecasts using agency theory’s tenets. Drawing upon these tenets, a model is developed that identifies the incentives that encourage sales people to provide accurate versus inaccurate sales forecasts. Six research propositions are developed, practical implications of the model for compensation programs are discussed, and specific recommendations for future empirical work are identified. The model can guide managers on how to develop a more effective compensation system.
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1. Introduction

Both managers and front-line employees alike would agree that workplace behaviors are usually predetermined by how one is evaluated and measured. Indeed, one of the many clichés that has emerged in the corporate world is “show me how I’m measured and I’ll show you how I act.” This paper draws attention to a dysfunctional impact of this cliché by investigating how sales compensation systems can lead to lower firm performance through inaccurate and manipulative forecasts by the sales force.

As a result of constant environmental change, fluctuations in customer order volumes, and incorrect estimates of product demand, sales forecasting is a very complex process. Despite these complexities, sales forecasting remains a key determinant of superior planning and resource allocation because it is a key ingredient for managerial decision making (Lynn, Schnaars, & Skov, 1999; Rieg, 2010). Indeed, executives and managers rely on sales forecasts to make decisions that define strategic alternatives and how resources are allocated in the organization (Lynn, Schnaars, & Skov, 1999). Because of this, firms that forecast more accurately can deploy resources more efficiently.

But sales forecasts are frequently wrong. Simpson (2000) reported that 59% of procurement respondents believed that sales forecasts were only somewhat accurate. Because forecasts are relied upon as if they are accurate and are reference points for managerial decision-making (Lynn et al., 1999), imprecise forecasts cause firms to absorb superfluous carrying costs and/or liquidate excess inventory when consumer product demand subsides. In the latter case, companies may be required to take actions such as selling excess inventory below cost or disassembling manufactured products and reselling the standardized parts. Each of these scenarios could result in considerable financial cost. Thus, firms must take care not to overstate sales forecasts since they result in higher overall costs, which could put the firm at a disadvantage vis-à-vis competitors (Porter, 1980).

Sales forecasts are influenced in several ways, yet the factors impacting accuracy can be divided into three main components: (1) dynamic external, (2) dynamic internal, and (3) manipulative internal factors. Dynamic external factors generate forecast errors caused by exogenous factors, such as environmental scanning deficiencies, macroeconomic disruptions, technological discontinuities, as well as other factors (Hambrick & Mason, 1984). Not unlike the dynamic external factors that impact forecasting accuracy, there is also a dynamic component to internal forecasting error. Weaknesses in forecasting planning (e.g., incorrect trend analysis), human error, and other related factors generate internal forecasting errors. McCarthy, Davis, Golicic and Mentzer (2006) found that more than...
two-thirds of survey respondents reported an absence of accountability for forecast accuracy. Dynamic external and internal forecasting errors are eminent given the unpredictability of organizational and competitive environments. The focus of our paper, however, is on manipulative internal factors, which are factors that make inaccurate forecasts avoidable.

Specifically, inaccurate forecasts might result from how sales compensation systems are setup because such systems appear to create goal incongruence between managers and the sales force. Agency theory (Jensen & Meckling, 1976) may explain why this incongruence develops, and what managers can do to ‘close the gap.’ In its classical form, agency theory models the relationship between one who assigns responsibilities (the principal) and one who fulfills them (the agent, which in this case is the sales person). Conflict or goal incongruence arises from the contract that governs this relationship. Recognizing that organizations are fraught with divergent interests, the goal of agency theory is to establish optimal compensation contracts between principals and agents to induce agents to act in principals’ interests (Bloom & Milkovich, 1998).

Although most agency theory research has focused on top executive compensation (e.g., Nyberg, Fulmer, Gerhart, & Carpenter, 2010; Pepper & Gore, 2012; Rajgopal, Shevlin, & Zamora, 2006), we believe that the underlying problem is also evident in the relationship between management and salespeople. Sales compensation systems historically been designed to reward individuals for their direct contributions to firm revenues via commissions on sales. Such systems place compensation risk solely on the salesperson. However, by utilizing such systems, organizations may be writing a prescription for excessive inventory due to manipulative sales forecasts. Specifically, as compensation risk is inherently transferred to the salesperson in a commission-based structure (instead of a salary-based structure), an unintended consequence might be that sales forecasts are manipulated to transfer other forms of risk back to the principal.

Our paper has two overarching objectives. Our first objective is to investigate the unintended consequences of sales compensation structures. The second objective is to provide some prescriptions that might help reduce the financial impact of those unintended consequences. The paper proceeds as follows. The next section provides a brief overview of agency theory. Then we develop propositions. Finally, we discuss the implications of our propositions and what firms can do to remediate the problems associated with the sales commission compensation structure.

1.1 Agency theory

Agency theory posits that when principals (owners) delegate tasks to agents (e.g., salespeople), agency problems surface because of goal incongruence and risk preference differences between parties (Eisenhardt, 1989; Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Agents are assumed to be boundedly rational, risk averse, and self-interested (Eisenhardt, 1989). According to agency theory, principals must ameliorate agency problems through incentive alignment (McGuire, 1988).

Agency conflicts arise within organizations when one party owns less than 100 percent of a firm (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). In this case, sales representatives (agents) may not have the same level of concern as owners (principals) about the firm’s overall profitability because neither profits nor direct inventory costs accrue directly to them. Because variable pay systems such as sales commission compensation systems typically link sales representative pay to sales volume of firm products, sales people are likely most concerned about how much they sell. However, unlike owners, sales representatives are not burdened with inventory costs.

For a sales representative, product availability is critical since they bear the risk of losing all compensation. Not surprisingly, sales compensation books have long warned practitioners that commission sales representatives often manipulate sales orders for their own benefit (Barry, 1981). Thus, variable pay structures are fraught with risk (Stroh et al., 1996). Sales commission compensation structures shift accountability to the sales representative and according to agency theory, this shift may stimulate risk aversion tactics (Eisenhardt, 1989). For example, sales representatives know that if product is not available and/or delivery times are uncertain, customers may seek alternative suppliers, resulting in the loss of a sale, and hence, reduced compensation. Thus, risk averse sales representatives may increase forecasts to ensure adequate inventory levels. Because sales representative compensation is tied to sales revenue and not to inventory costs, commission compensation structure may encourage sales representatives to opportunistically overstate forecasts to ensure product availability. Yet a firm has options to reduce these behaviors. One option to ameliorate this exposure is to invest in monitoring mechanisms, such as information systems, while another is for firms to refine these outcome-based behavioral contracts to reflect the reality of agent opportunism (Demski & Feltham, 1978).
1.2. Consequences of risk preferences

Sales commission structures are designed to encourage higher sales by linking individual performance to firm performance by rewarding behaviors that increase firm revenues (Banker et al., 1996). The more revenue sales representatives generate, the higher their compensation. Unfortunately however, these commission compensation systems can often promote sales without regard for the associated costs (Lopez, Hopkins, & Raymond, 2006). Although managers hope that commissions/outcome-oriented contracts provide incentives (Eisenhardt, 1989), commissions can also result in undesirable negative consequences. Thus, there is a cost to this incentive system in the form of potentially higher inventory carrying costs and the expense of liquidating excess inventory below cost.

Due to the risk imposed by outcome-based variable pay contracts (such as commissions) and the risk averse nature of most individuals (Eisenhardt, 1988), sales commission compensation structures can encourage purposeful manipulative behavior (Stroh et al., 1996) that may drive excessive sales forecasts, resulting in diminished organizational efficiency and performance. Although one may think it would be easy to change this reward system to realign these competing interests, this task may be extremely difficult. Sales commissions as a form of compensation have become institutionalized, therefore organizations that attempt to redefine how representatives are compensated would likely face resistance. In addition, firms employing radical compensation re-designs run the risk of losing top sales people to other firms offering more traditional commission compensation systems. Such sales force moves may serve to exacerbate a firm’s problems; since the firm’s best sales representatives often are also the most likely to find comparable or better employment opportunities in the marketplace.

Figure 1 depicts how risk preferences, incentives, and psychological factors can impact corporate performance through manipulative forecast error. Thus, lower inventory turnover, higher inventory carrying costs, and inventory reduction actions (i.e., sales incentives) may contribute to lower firm performance.

2. Propositions

2.1 Compensation effects

Sales forecasts are often derived through environmental assessments and rely heavily on sales representative input (Ehrman & Shugan, 1995). Several factors are proposed to influence why sales representatives purposefully manipulate and overstate forecasts (e.g., Ryckman & Head, 1993); however our propositions begin by investigating how this employee group is compensated. As noted earlier, sales representatives are commonly paid based on a large portion of their compensation upon sales revenue, through the payment of commissions based upon total sales revenue (Barry, 1981; Lal & Srinivasan, 1993). While this compensation is designed to encourage more sales, it may produce unintended consequences. Agency theory assumes that when given the choice, agents (sales representatives) will act in their own best interest and not the company’s (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Furthermore, commission based incentive systems require strong oversight to prevent exploitation resulting from order manipulation and overselling (Ryckman & Head, 1993).

Commissions are commonly used in high risk conditions (Stroh et al., 1996), where commission-based compensation structures represent personal risk measures and are essentially outcome-based contracts between the firm and the sales representative. This individual risk may be diametrically opposed to accurate inventory management and operational excellence. In the sales representatives’ case, the notion of driving product forecasts conforms to the notion of risk aversion (Eisenhardt, 1989). As noted earlier, sales representatives will strive to have inventory...
available instead of an empty warehouse. Commission compensation structures can be personal risk measures and likely impact how sales forecasts are derived (Lal & Srinivasan, 1993). Similarly, managers have been found to make less ethical decisions when their personal welfare is at stake (e.g., Bazerman, Tenbrunsel, & Wade-Benzi, 1998; Hoffman, Couch, & Lamont, 1998). No evidence suggests that sales representatives should be any different. When personal welfare measures such as compensation and bonuses are singularly tied to sales (whether a pure commission level such as 100% or a graduated scale based upon percentage of quota met) and inventory costs are not, representatives may act in their best interest and intentionally overstate forecasts. Therefore, we propose:

**Proposition 1a.** In situations where sales force forecasts drive production, sales based commission compensation structures (including bonuses) based on sales revenue will predict excess inventory (i.e., higher inventory levels).

**Proposition 1b.** Increasing sales representative salary level component (i.e., non-commission) will reduce excess inventory.

Alternatively, firms could use inducements to bring competing interests into equilibrium. Inducements could promote incentive alignment and ultimately reduce manipulative forecast error. Proper incentives can be powerful mechanisms for eliminating agency conflict (Tosi, Werner, Katz, & Gomez-Mejia, 2000). Moreover, aligning incentives can be accomplished in a variety of ways. One way to accomplish this is to link sales representative bonuses to corporate financial performance. Because representatives will be paying for the inventory (albeit indirectly), this should encourage more concise forecasting and may help bring competing interests into equilibrium, thus:

**Proposition 1c.** Linking sales representative bonuses to corporate financial performance will reduce manipulative forecast error.

Similarly, sales representative bonuses could also be linked to forecast accuracy. Typically, representatives provide sales reports that give management visibility to projected sales (Davis, & Mentzer, 2007; Ehrman & Shugan, 1995). In turn, managers could link incentives to forecast accuracy, thereby making it rational to provide accurate forecasts (Kerr, 1975). Therefore:

**Proposition 1d.** Linking sales representative compensation to accurate forecasts will reduce excess inventory.

### 2.2 Product portfolio effects

Another potential reason leading sales representatives to overstate forecasts is to grow the available product portfolio (O’Leary-Kelly & Flores, 2002). This conforms to agency theory’s assumption of risk averse and self-interest and may be more prevalent when representatives have few products available for sale or a territory with declining sales revenue. Consider the representative faced with lower sales because of new product introductions by competing firms. However, if representatives provide low new product forecasts, this may cause a firm to cancel a new product introduction (Ehrman & Shugan, 1995). Thus, promising new product forecasts are often antecedents to new product introductions. In short, there may be times when sales representatives feel that their existing products are inadequate relative to customer needs and competitor offerings. In such cases, the representatives may seek to increase the number of products available in their sales portfolios because their compensation is tied to sales revenue (Ryckman & Head, 1993). In other words, representatives may purposefully overstate forecasts to entice management to develop more products for their portfolio and speed up the firm product life cycle, when in reality they lack confidence in the sales forecast provided. Thus:

**Proposition 2.** Sales representatives will increase forecasts for new product introductions if they believe their existing product portfolios are inadequate.

Sales representative compensation can be timed in several ways (Barry, 1981). Not only are sales representatives paid when purchase orders are cut, but they can also be paid when product is shipped to the customer. Naturally, the latter compensation structure places a greater emphasis on product availability. If it takes weeks or months for a product to ship, it can jeopardize the order because customers may go elsewhere. Additionally, this system forces the sales representative to wait patiently for compensation. What happens if the customer is not willing to accept this delay? This problem may be critical because many products have plausible substitutes (Porter, 1980). Given this, long product development and production cycle times may leave representatives feeling vulnerable since their compensation is directly tied to sales revenue. When product is not readily available, customers may go elsewhere if comparable substitutes exist. This is a risk that the organization takes, however it may activate sales representative risk aversion tactics, thus they may act opportunistically and intentionally increase forecasts to ensure product availability (Coughlan & Sen, 1989). If a representative has to wait months for payment for product sales occurring...
in an earlier time period, the representative may purposefully manipulate forecasts to ensure product availability in order to get paid expeditiously, therefore:

**Proposition 3.** Organizations that compensate sales representatives when products are shipped will have higher inventory levels than organizations that compensate sales representatives when order is executed.

2.3 Monitoring effects

Although there are costs to monitoring (Lenz and Engledow, 1986), this can be an effective method to reduce agent opportunism (Kirby & Davis, 1998). In the case of forecasting, representatives might exercise more caution if they felt they were being monitored. Agents’ decisions will resemble principals’ interests when a principal can monitor and verify an agent’s actions (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). One potential monitoring mechanism is a sales audit. Audits are thought to improve accountability (e.g., Moon, Mentzer, & Thomas, 2000) and thus, sales audits could potentially reduce manipulative forecasts error. Therefore:

**Proposition 4.** Sales forecast audits will reduce excess inventory.

3. Discussion

Drawing on agency theory, we outlined how sales forecasts can be manipulated to decrease the risk transferred as a result of commission-based sales compensation structures. Although we expect risk to play a central role in sales peoples’ decisions to purposefully manipulate and overstate forecasts to ensure product availability, it is important to note that because of trends such as scaled commissions (variable sales compensation rates based on sales quota), the opposite scenario might also hold true (Ryckman & Head, 1993). In such scenarios, employees have been found to “pad their plan” to provide slack in their metrics (Lyles & Lenz, 1982). For example, sales representatives may argue that they can only sell 100 units so they receive higher bonuses if they sell 200. Such compensation issues illustrate a limitation to studying compensation through a single theory framework.

Another limitation includes distinguishing if forecast manipulation is intentional. In some cases, selective perception may also confound cognitive capacities used to forecast (Dearborn & Simon, 1958). Similarly, mental capabilities, cognitive strain, short term memory and role ambiguity may also play a role in planning performance (Lyles & Lenz, 1982). In short, inaccurate forecasts may result from cognitive overload. Thus, forecast variances may rise when the number of products available for sale by each representative increases. More specifically, human limitations may partially moderate, and thus, provide a different explanation to why forecasts are overstated. This opens up a potentially fruitful avenue for future inquiry. Lastly, we suspect that organizational politics play a role in forecasting accuracy. For instance, inter-functional organizational conflict (i.e., animosity) between sales organizations and procurement or production may increase excess inventory (i.e., higher inventory levels). Whereas salespeople want inventory available for sale, procurement and productions staff, whose compensation is likely linked to a different set of performance metrics, might try to hold inventory levels too low. Thus, more research is needed to determine how conflicting interests between the sales force and demand planners, production, and/or procurement influence forecasting accuracy.

4. Implications for Practice

We illustrate the prevalence of agency problems in sales force commission systems. Although agency problems have been discussed in many other settings, this theory has received scant attention when examining how compensation risk and psychological variables encourage forecast manipulation within firms. Our hope is that this framework encourages scholars and managers to give equal attention to both the quantitative and qualitative aspects of forecasting because human factors likely play a role (Lyles & Lenz, 1982). Moreover, there may be other factors to consider, such as the trade off between revenues and costs in certain contexts. Too much inventory can lower profits (via increased costs) while too little inventory (i.e., stock outs) yields lower revenues. Thus, organizational objectives, whether revenue growth, profitability, or some composite thereof, must be considered when dissecting these issues because some organizations may be willing to carry higher inventory levels in exchange for potentially higher revenues.

Taking these issues into account, it appears as if there is a strong need to modify sales commission compensation systems. Nevertheless, changing such systems might be difficult since commission structures have become institutionalized as rational incentives to increase sales within firms. Indeed, Lopez et al. (2006) demonstrate that increases in commission rates are preferred by salespeople over other rewards, including pay raises, promotion, and recognition. Moreover, the level and design of the sales compensation structure impact the quality of salespeople a company can attract (Brown et. al, 2005). Thus, inertial forces (Hannan & Freeman, 1977) will likely subdue any significant modification to this widely-used compensation structure. However, there are other approaches to
potentially increase forecast accuracy through incremental compensation structure enhancements, which in turn, can increase organizational performance. For example, organizations can modify sales representative compensation structures and link them more closely with corporate financial performance. Or, organizations may include forecasting accuracy as a part of sales representative bonuses computation. If organizations find these compensation adjustments limiting, there are other alternatives that can potentially increase forecast accuracy. Firms often use a portfolio of incentives and monitoring instruments to offset the limitations of using single incentives (Pendleton, 2006).

Despite the potential advantages of linking sales representative compensation to forecast accuracy, there is a need for other viable options. Since monitoring has been found to be an effective tool in other contexts (Conlon & McLean Parks, 1990), implementing sales audits might improve forecast accuracy. Alternatively, getting customers involved in the product development process may help provide visibility to sales forecasts, thereby increasing accuracy and reducing the probability of carrying excess inventory. Another potential option for reducing forecast error is for organizations to create cultural mechanisms that focus on balancing competing interests and increased communication within firms, especially since such factors contribute to forecasting error as the behavior and performance of salespeople (Simintiras, Lancaster, & Cadogan, 1994).

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper provides some insight into why planning efforts in the form of forecasting may not always lead to superior organizational performance. From the agency theory perspective, we outline how sales compensations systems can inadvertently cause excessive inventory expenses as a result of self-serving product forecasts by salespeople. Additional research should be conducted to facilitate scholarly progress in this area and to define improved process and outcome controls. Perhaps these future explorations will help elucidate the role of forecasting accuracy in firm performance and further attend to Ramanujam and Venkatraman’s (1987) question “what characteristics of a planning system are critical for planning effectiveness.”
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